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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper investigates the structure of algebras ofgiven type т: Q -^ N'm regular 
classes, and in particular in regular classes of modes (see Section 2, and [RS2]). 
Recall that an identity is regular if the sets of variables appearing on each side 
are equal ([Pll] , [RS2]). A class 'V of algebras of type т: Q ~> N is regular if the 
only identities satisfied by allalgebras in Ý" are regular. Otherwise, Ý~ is irregular. 
The algebras considered in this paper are of type z: Q ^ Z+ with 2 є т(£>). The 
general references for algebras ofgiven type are [Co] and [RS2]. 
Let (S, + ) be a (join) semilattice, and Q a set of operation symbols.Then (S, + ) 
may be considered as an i2-algebra on setting 
x1 . . . xnco = Xj + ... 4- xn 
for each ?7-ary co in 0 with n ^ 2 and 
XCÚ = X 
for unary co in Q. Such an algebra is called an Q-semilattice [RS2, p. 31]. Conversely, 
given an i2-semilattice (S, Q) one may define a binary operation + on S by 
x + v = xy . . . yco 
for each rc-ary co in Q with n ^ 2. The class of all i2-semilattices forms a variety, 
called £f£. It is well-known (cf. [RS2, Proposition 235]) that Sft satisfies exactly all 
regular identities between i2-words, and a variety "V of 0-algebras is regular if and 
only if Y contains the variety Sft. 
If (A, Q) is an f2-algebra in a regular class °ť of ß-algebras, then (A, Q) has a uni­
versal homorphism onto an i2-semilattice, the so-called i2-samilattice replica of 
(Л, Q) (cf. [Mal, p. 234] or Section 2 below). In Section 2, an explicit method is 
given for constructing such a universal homomorphism. This is done by means of 
some special subalgebras of an i2-algebra, namely walls, algebraicallyopen sub-
algebras, and sinks. Their properties, meaning and relationship (for i2-algebras, 
and especially for modes) are discussed. The main Decomposition Theorem 2.3 of 
this section reads that for every i2-algebra, its semilattice replica is the semilattice 
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of its principal walls, and the corresponding fibres (classes of decomposition) are 
algebraically open subalgebras. 
Section 3 is devoted to construction techniques known gerierically as "semilattice 
sums". These methods allow one to reconstruct algebras in regular classes from their 
semilattice replicas and the corresponding fibres. We recall the definitions and basic 
properties of the Plonka sum [Pf2], [RS2] and the coherent Lallement sum [L], 
[RS2]. We give a new, simpler proof of the theorem saying that each ß-algebra 
in a regular class is a coherent Lallement sum over an f2-semilattice homomorphic 
image. Finally, we give a condition under which a coherent Lallement sum over 
a semilattice (S, •) can be embedded into a Plonka sum over the same semilattice 
(s, •)• 
The results of Section 2 and 3 are then applied in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 4 
we investigate i2-algebras in a regular class, with fibres belonging to an irregular 
variety "ť. We give a necessary and sufficient condition (Theorem 4.1) for certain 
algebras to be subalgebras of a Plonka sum of Y^-algebras, and discuss some con­
sequences ofthis theorem. We expect this theorem to be useful in solving the problem 
of describing the structure of algebras in regularised varieties. Recall that the 
régularisation or regularised variety "ť~ of a variety У of i2-algebras is the class 
of i2-algebras satisfying all the regular identities that are satisfied in i^. The structure 
of f^~-algebras is known in some special cases. If У is a so called strongly irregular 
variety [DG], i.e. У satisfies an identity 
(1.1) x o y = x 
for some binary f2-word x o y (containing both variables x and >'), then V~ consists 
exactly of Plonka sums of algebra in V. Note that such a strongly irregular variety 
has a basis for its iden*ities consisting of some set of regular identitites and the unique 
irregular identity 1.1 (cf. [Me], [R2]). If У is an irregular variety of semigroups, 
then У~ consists of subalgebras of Plonka sums of ^-algebras (cf. [S1], [S2].) 
However, examples are known ofvarieties f̂ ~ of i2-algebras thai are not all neces­
sarily Plonka sums or subalgebras of Plonka sums of ^-algebras. 
If V is a regular variety of i2-algebras, then the class of all fibres of ^-algebras 
does not necessarily form a subvariety. This is the case for barycentric algebras 
[RS1], [RS2], [RS3] and commutative binary modes [JK2], [RS2]. In both these 
classes, the fibres belong to the quasivanety of cancellative f^-algebras. Both 
barycentric algebras and commutative binary modes are modes in the sense of [RS2]. 
The main Theorem 5.5 of Section 5 states that each coherent Lallement sum ofcan-
cellative modes is a subalgebra of a Plonka sum of cancellative modes. In particular, 
the theorem holds for barycentric algebras (cf. [RS3]) and for commutative binary 
modes as discussed in Section 6. Commutative binary modes in regularised varieties 
V~ are just Plonka sums of f^-algebras (Theorem 6.2). The final Theorem 6.4 
shows that each commutative binary mode is a subalgebra of a Plonka sum of com­
mutative quasigroup modes. 
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2. DECOMPOSITION OF AN ß-ALGEBRA OVER ITS SEMILATTICE REPLICA 
In this section, the Decomposition Theorem 2.3 is formulated and proved. As its 
name implies, it describes how an i2-algebra breaks up into smaller pieces. These 
pieces are indexed by a semillatice associated with the i2-algebra. This semilattice 
is the (Q —) semilattice replica [RS2, p. 17] (AR, Q) of the i2-algebra (A, Q). 
The semilattice (AR, Q) is the quotient (Ae, Q) of (A, Q) by the semilattice replica 
congruence g such that any O-homomorphism / : (A, Q) ^ (S, Q) from (A, Q) to 
an i2-semilattice (S, Q) factors as / = (nat g)f' through a unique homomorphism 
/ ' = (Ae, Q) ~> (S, Q). Thus the congruence g identifies precisely those elements of^4 
which are identified in all i2-homomorphisms from (A, Q) to i2-semilattices. 
The semilattice replica of an i2-algebra may be given an explicit description in 
terms of "walls" of the i2-algebra. Recall that a subset X of an i2-algebra (A, Q) 
is a subalgebra of (A, Q) iff 
(2.1) Va>e Q , Vxl5 ..., xn eA , (x 1 ? . . . , xn eX) => (хг ... xnco eX). 
A subset Wof A is said to be a wall [RS, p. 61] of (A, Q) iff 
(2.2) Vco e Q , Ѵх1? ..., xn є A , (x l5 ..., xn e X) o (xx . . . x:ico є X) . 
Thus walls are special subalgebras. Each i2-algebra has the improper wall (A, Q). 
If (Л, Q) is a convex setconsidered as a barycentric algebra [RS2, RS3], then the 
walls in the sense of (2.2) are just the walls in the geometric sense [Mi, p. 8]. (Some 
authors also use the term "face" here, although the word "face" may be used with 
different meanings. Compare also the concept of "filter" as used in semigroup theory 
[Pe, I.8.2].) The set of walls of an jQ-algebra (A, Q) is partially ordered by inclusion. 
From (2.2), the intersection of a family of walls is again a wall. For a subset X of A, 
let [X] denote the intersection of all walls of (A, Q) containing X. Then the set of 
walls of (A, Q) forms a join semilattice under the operation W+ W' = [Wv W']. 
For a singleton X = {x}, write [{x}] = [x] . Such walls are called principal walls. 
Lemma 2.1. For any x1? ..., xn in A and n-ary co in Q, one has [xx] + .. . + [x„] = 
= [*i . . .x„w]. 
Proof. On the one hand xt . . . xnœ є [x t . . . xnco] implies x1? ..., xn є [хх ... хпа>] 
by (2.2), so [x x ] , ..., [xn] £ [*! ...xnco] and [ x J + .. . + [ x J й+ [*i ...xwco]. 
On the other hand, since x l 5 . . . , xn are contained in the subalgebra [xj] + ... + [x„], 
one has xx . . . xna> e [ x J + ... + [x„], whence [x t . . . xnoS] S + [*i] + •. • + [*n]- • 
In particular, it follows that for x and y in A and n-ary ш in Q, one has [x] + [ j ] = 
= И + Ы + ••• + Ы = Lxy ••• У00]- This shows that the principal walls of the 
O-algebra (A, Q) form a subsemilattice (W, + ) of the join semilattice of all walls. 
Moreover, it shows that the mapping 
(2.3) A ~> W ; x м> [x] 
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is an i2-homomorphism from the i2-algebra (A, Q) onto the i2-semilattice (W, Q) of 
principal walls. 
If (A, Q) is a barycentric algebra, then walls also have a topological significance. 
If the affine hull of a convex set is a finite-dimensional Euclidean space, then the 
convexset is open in its affine hull iff it has no proper non-empty walls (see [RS2, 
Exercise 386], cf. also [N,4.4]).This motivates the following. An i2-algebra is said 
to be algebraically open iff it has no proper non-empty walls. 
Proposition2.2. Let (A,Q) be an Q-algebra. Then thefollowing conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) (A, Q) is algebraically open; 
(ii) (A, Q) has no proper non-empty walls; 
(iii) there is no Q-epimorphism (A, Q) ^ ({0, 1}, Q) onto the two-element join 
semilattice {0 ^ + 1). 
Proof. If \A\ S 1> the equivalence is clear, so assume |^4|.> 1. The equivalence 
of (i) and (ii) is by definition. Now (ii) implies (iii) since a proper non-empty wall W 
furnishes an i2-epimorphism (W~> {0}) vj ((Л — W) ^ {l}). Conversely, (iii) implies 
(ii) since the preimage of 0 under an O-epimorphism (A, Q) ^ ({0 ^ + 1}, Q) is 
a proper non-empty wall of (A, Q). Ш 
Theorem 2.3. (Decomposition Theorem). The semilattice replica of an Q-algebra 
(A, Q) is its semilattice of principal walls. The fibres over the semilattice are 
algebraically open subalgebra of(A, Q). 
Proof. Let (Л, Q) be an i2-algebra. Let o be the kernel of the homomorphism 
(2.3), so that x a y iff [x] = [ j ] . Then a contains the semillatice replica congruence Q. 
The ^-classes are subalgebras o f (^ , Q), and have no non-trivial semilattice quotients. 
Thus they are algebraically open by Proposition 2.2. It remains to show that a 
actually coincides with Q. 
Now for b in A, one has 
(2.4) Vtf є bQ, [a] = [be] ; 
certainly a є bQ implies [0] ^ [M]. Conversely, note that [a] n bQ is а non-empty 
wall of be, since хл . . . xna> e [a] n be with xi9 ..., xn e be implies x l 5 ..., xn e [a ] , 
so xt, ..., xn є [a] n bQ. But bQ, being algebraically open, has no proper non-empty 
walls. Thus [a] n bQ — be, whence bQ ü [a] and [be] ^ [я] , completing the verifi­
cation of (2.4). 
Also, considering the semilattice replica (Ae, Q) as a join semilattice (AQ, ^ + ) , 
one has 
(2.5) [bß] = V{ď\ďu+be} 
for each b in A. Certainly cQ S + bQ implies cb .... boo є св + bQ = bQ є [Ьв], whence 
с є [Ье], so that [bQ] 2 U {св | cQ й + Ьв]. On the other hand, the right hand side 
of (2.5) is the preimage in (A, Q) under nat Q of the principal wall {cQ | ď ^ + bQ] of 
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the semilattice (AQ, Q) generated by be.Now preimages of walls under epimorphisms 
are walls, so that [6e] is contained in the right hand side of (2.5). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.3, assume x o y in A. Then by (2.4), one has 
M = Ы = [У] = И- T h e expression (2.5) then shows хв й + Ув and yQ ^ + x0, 
whence xe = yQ or x Q y. Thus o is also contained in g, so that g and a do indeed 
coincide. • 
We conclude this section with some consideration of the possibility of replacing 
the concept of "wall" by the concept of "sink" in the Decomposition Theorem. 
A sink [RS2, p. 73] 5 in an i2-algebra (A, Q) is a subset S ofA satisfying 
(2.6) Vco e Q , Ѵ х ь ..., x„ є А , (31 ^ / ^ n. xt- є S) => (x1 . . . xnco e S) . 
In semigroup theory and binary mode theory, sinks have been called "ideals" (see 
[Pe, p. 4] and [JK2, p. 12]). Poyatos [Po] uses the term "trunk" rather than "ideal" 
or "sink". Sinks are automatically subalgebras. The sink [A, Q) of an algebra (A, Q) 
is described as improper, and all other sinks are called proper. An algebra is called 
impermeable [RS2, p. 74] ifit has no proper non-empty sinks. Now from the defining 
property of sinks, it follows immediately that for each set X of sinks of the algebra 
(A,Q), the union U { S | S e X } and intersection n { S | * S e ^ } are also sinks of 
(A, Q) [Po, Prop. 1]. For a given element a of (Л, 0) , let (a) denote the principal 
sink generated by a, the intersection П {S | a є S} of the sinks S of (A, Q) 
containing {a). 
Note that, in general, the complement of a wall in an i2-algebra is a sink. Con­
versely, although the complement ofa sink need not be a subalgebra, the complement 
is a wall if it is a subalgebra. Sinks satisfying the latter property are called prime. 
Equivalently, a prime sink may be described as a sink satisfying the following 
property: 
(2.7) Vœ e Q , Vxl5 ..., xn є A , (xj ... xna> є S) => (31 ^ / ^ n. xi є S) . 
Theorem 2.3 can be formulated using prime sinks rather than principal walls. 
Now let (A, Q) be a mode as defined in [RS2], i.e. (A, Q) is idempotent (each 
singleton subset {a] of an algebra (A, Q) is a subalgebra of (A, Q)) and entropie, 
(the mapping co': (Am, Q) ~> (A, Q) is an ß-homomorphism, or equivalently the 
identity 
(2.8) ( x n . . . x l m œ ' ) . . . ( x 
n 1 • • • Xnm°J 
) o) = ( x u . . . xnlco) ... (x l w ... xnmco) оУ 
is satisfied in (A, Q) for each n-ary a> in Q). 
If (A, Q) is a mode, then in the Decomposition Theorem 2.3 one may replace the 
semilattice of principal walls by the semilattice of principal sinks. To prove this, 
let us first note that the following lemma, an analogue of Lemma 2.1 for walls, 
follows by Proposition 364 and Corollary 366 in [RS2]. 
Lemma 2.4. For any x1? ..., x,, in A and n-ary co in Q, one has (xj) n ... n (x„) = 
= (xi...x,,co). • 
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In particular, it follows that for x and y in A and n-ary œ in Q, one has (x) n (y) = 
= (x) n (y) n .. . n (y) = (xj; ... yco). This shows that the principal sinks of the 
mode (Л, Í2) form a subsemilattice (S, n ) ofthe meet semilattice ofall sinks. Moreover, 
it shows that the mapping 
(2.9) A ^ S ; x h^ (x) 
is an i2-homomorphism from the mode (A, Q) onto the ß-semilattice (S, Q) of 
principal sinks. 
If (A, Q) is a mode, then Proposition 2.2 can be rewritten as follows. 
Proposition 2.5. Let (A, Q) be a mode. Then the following conditions are equi-
valent: 
(і) (Л, Q) is algebraically open; 
(ii) (v4, Q) has no proper non-empty walls; 
(iii) [A, Q) has no proper non-empty sinks; 
(iv) (Л, Q) is impermeable; 
(v) there is no Q-epimorphism (A, Q) ^ ({0, 1}, Q) onto the two-element join 
semilattice {0 ^ + 1}. 
Proof. We need only prove that (iii) and (v) are equivalent. Now (v) implies (iii), 
since a proper non-empty sink S contains a proper principal sink (s) for s in S, 
whence the homomorphism (2.9) maps (A, Q) onto a non-trivial semilattice that 
always has a homomorphism onto the two element semilattice. Conversely (iii) 
implies (v), since the preimage of 1 under an &-epimorphism (A, Q) ^ ({0 ^ + 1}, Q) 
is a proper non-empty sink of (A, Q). Ш 
By Proposition 2.5, it follows that for a mode (A, Q) the semilattices of principal 
walls and principal sinks are isomorphic, We do not know whether this true in 
general. Consider, for example, algebras in the МаГсеѵ product [Ma2] of an ir­
regular variety Ý" of i2-algebras and the variety Sřč of i2-semilattices. Denote the 
MaPcev product of i^ and Sf£ by 'V o Sf£, and recall that this is the class of all 
i2-algebras (Л, Q) having a homomorphism h: (Л, Q) ^ (S, Q) onto an i2-semilattice 
(S, Q) such that the corresponding fibres /i_1(s), for s in 5, belong to the variety "Г. 
No such fibre has an i2-epimorphism onto the two-element semilattice (cf. [RS2, 
Proposition 235]). So the condition (v) of Proposition 2.5 is satisfied. But we do not 
know if this is equivalent to (iii). If i2-algebras in the Decomposition Theorem 2.3 
belong to the class i^0 <9Y, the words "principal walls" may be replaced by the 
words "sinks generated bythe fibres". However we do not know if sinksgenerated 
by fibres are principal in general. ' 
If У is a strongly irregular variety, the following holds. 
Proposition 2.6. [R3] Let "Г be a strongly irregular variety of Q-algebras. Let 
h: (A, Q) ^ (S, Q) be a homomorphism of (A, Q) onto its Q-semilattice replica 
(S, Q) with the correspondingfibres As = h~1(s), s in S, in the variety Ý". Then 
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a subset B ofA is a sink in (A, Q) ifand only ifB = U (A | t є T), where Tis a sink 
in(S,Q). Ш 
Corollary 2.7. For any xl9..., xn in A and n-ary w in Q, one has (x^ n . . . n (x„) = 
= (xx . . . xnco). 
Proof. It is enough to notice that for xt in Akt, where / = 1, . . . , n and k = 
= k, + ... + kn, (xJn...n(xJ = (n(Ajlj^kJ)n...n(n(AjlJ ^fc,)) = 
= (^|^fc). • 
It follows that Proposition 2.5 holds for (Л, Í2) as described in Proposition 2.6. 
3. SEMILATTICE SUMS 
Semilattices form the basis for a range ofgeneral algebraic construction techniques, 
known generically as "semilattice sums". The most elegant of these is the Plonka 
sum [RS2, Definition 236], introduced by Plonka [PH] under the name "sum of 
a direct system" as a generalization of A. H. Clifford's "strong semilattice of semi-
groups" [C], [Pe, 1.8.7]. The description of Plonka sum in [RS2, 2.3] was based 
on meet semilattices, but for current purposes it is more natural to usejoin semilattices 
(S, + ) , simultaneously considered as i2-semilattices. As a partial order (S, ^ + ) , 
the set S is the set of objects of a &mall category (S) having a unique morphism x -^ y 
if and only if x ^ + y. Consider the category (i2) whose objects are i2-algebras, 
algebras (A, Q) of a fixed type Q ^ N [RS2, p. 5]. The morphisms of (Q) are Û-
homomorphisms. Suppose given a covariant functor F: (S) -• (Q). Then the Plonka 
sum of the algebras sF (for s in S) is the disjoint union SF = ^j {sF | s є S] of the 
underlying sets, equipped with the i2-algebra structure given by 
(3.1) oo: stF x ... x snF ^ st . . . sncoF ; 
(xl9 . . . , x„) н* xl(s1 ^> st . . . snco) F . . . xn(sn ^ st ... snœ) Foo 
for each n-ary co in Q and sl,...,sn in S. Note that there is an ß-algebra 
homomorphism nF: (SF, Q) ^> (S, Q), called the projection, having restrictions 
nF: (sF, Q) ~> ({5}, Q). The subalgebra (sF, Q) of the Plonka sum (SF, Q) are called 
the Plonka fibres. Plonka sums give a way of constructing new i2-algebras from 
given ones. As was proved by Plonka [Pll] (see also [RS2, p. 34]), the identities 
satisfied by a Ptonka sum over a non-trivial semilattice are precisely the regular 
identities satisfied by each of the fibres. On the other hand, the concept of Plonka 
sum provides the following structure theorem for algebras in the régularisation 
of an irregular variety. 
Theorem3.1 [P l l ,2 ] , [RS2, p. 35]. Let 'f be a strongly irregularvariety of 
Q-algebras offixed type. Then an Q-algebra (A, Q) is in the régularisation ir~ 
of'V ifand only if it is a Plonka sum ofi^-algebras over its Q-semilattice replica 
(S,Q). Ш 
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The conditions on a Plonka sum, although natural, are very strong, and do not 
obtain in general. It is not true that each i2-algebra projecting onto an i2-semilattice 
(S, Q) is a Plonka surn over that semilattice. Here are some counterexamples. 
Example 3.2. Let ^ 2 (
s e e [R2]) be the variety ofgroupoids satisfying the identities 
(3.2) x . (x . y) = x . y 
(3.3) x . {y . z) = x . (z . y) 
(3.4) (x.y).z = (x.(y.z)Y 
(3.5) x . (y . (x . z)) = x . (y . z) 
(3.6) ((x . x) . (x . x)) . ((x . x) . (x . x)) = (x . x) . (x . x) . 
By results of [R2], the variety ^ 2
 ls t n e régularisation of an irregular variety &32 
ofgroupoids defined by the identities (3.2)-(3.6) and 
(3.7) x . y = x . z . 
The fibres Gs of the decomposition of a groupoid (G, •) in ^ 3 2 over its semilattice 
replica (S, •) are in ^3>2 . However, as was shown by Plonka [P12], (G, •) is not 
necessarily a Plonka sum of the (Gs, •). For example, if (G, •) = (F(2), •) is the 
free groupoid in ^ 3 2 on two generators x and y\ then (G, •) may not be reconstructed 
as a Ptonka sum of its fibres over its semilattice replica. (See [P12]). • 
Example 3.3. Let / and 1° be the closed and open unit intervals [0, 1] and ]0, l [ 
respectively. For each p in 1°, define a binary operation /i on / as follows 
(3.8) abfi = of(l - p) + bp. 
Then (1,1°) is a barycentric algebra (as defined in [RS2]). The semilattice replica 
(5 , / 0 ) of (I,I0) has three elements, say 0, 1, a, with 0, 1 < + a. The corresponding 
fibres a r e / 0 = {0], Ii = {1} and Ia = 1°. The algebra (/, 1°) cannot be reconstructed 
as a Plonka sum of / 0 Л і and Ia. Indeed, if 0(0 ^> a) F = x є / ° , then for any y 
in 1° and p in /0 , yp = Oy/č = 0(0 -^ a) F у/г = yx/i = x(l — p) + yp, a contra­
diction. • 
Example 3.4. Replace the closed and open intervals / and 1° from Example 3.3 
by the closed and open unit intervals D and D0 of dyadic numbers, i.e. D = 
= {x є / | x = k 2"", k e Z, n e УѴ}, D° = {x e 1° \ x = k 2~'\ k e Z, n є N}. It is 
known (see [Ku, V.l]) that in this case the operations defined by (3.8) may be reduced 
to the unique operation \. The groupoid (D, \) is a commutative binary mode (as 
defined in [RS], or "commutative idempotent medial groupoid" in the terminology 
of [JK2]). Using a similar argument to that in Example 3.3, one can show that the 
mode (D, 2-) (that is equivalent to (D, D0)) decomposes over the 3-element semilattice 
replica (S, + ) of Example 3.3, and cannot be reconstructed as a Plonka sum over 
(s,+). • 
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In [RS2, Definition 623], a more general construction method called the Lallement 
sum was introduced, extending and adapting some semigroup-theoretical work of 
Lallement [L, 2.19]. In fact, as was shown by [RS2, Theorem 624], these Lallement 
sums have extremely broad applicability. The full generality of Lallement sums is 
not required here, but the concepts underlying them are needed. 
Let (T, Q) be a sink in an fì-algebra (A, Q). A congruence Ѳ on (A, Q) is said 
to preserve the sink (Г, Q) ifthe restriction ofthe natural projection A ^> Аѳ; а ь^ аѳ 
to the subalgebra (Т, Q) injects. The algebra (A, Q) is said to be an envelope of a sub-
algebra (Г, Q) if (Г, Q) is a sink of (A, Q) such that equality is the only congruence 
on (A, Q) preserving (T, Q). For example, the closed unit interval (I, 1°) is an envelope 
of the open unit interval (/0,1°). 
The version of Lallement sums to be used here is as follows (cf. [RS2, 6.2]). 
Definition 3.5. Let S be an O-semilattice (S, Q) and a join semilattice (S, + , ^ + ) . 
Suppose given an envelope (£s, Q) of an i2-algebra (Л5, Q) for each element 5 in S. 
For each s ^ + t in (5, fg + ) , suppose given an i2-homomorphism ф5у. (As, Q) ^ 
^ (£ ř, Q) such that: 
(a) ф53 is the injection of As into Es; 
(b) for each n-ary co in Q, and for s l5 ..., s„ in S with sx ... s,,co = s , 
(^A,,s)"-KAJ<^ g Л5; 
(c) for each st ... 5nco = s ^ + ř in S and at in As. (for f = 1, ..., n), 
ai<t>si,s---an<i>sn,s^s,t = ai<frsuf-<*n<i>sn,t<ui 
(d) for each s in S, 
£* = W f , s | ř á + 5, flGi,} . 
Then the disjoint union A = У (As \ s e S) equipped with the operations 
(3.9) co:ASl x . . . xASn^As; (au...,an)^a^SijS...a^SnySa), 
where s = Si ... snco, for each n-ary a> in Í2, is called the coherent Lallement sum of 
the algebras (As, Q) over the semillatice (S, Q) by the mappings ф м , or more 
briefly a coherent Lallement sum. Ш 
Note that the left hand side of the equality in (c) is defined, since condition (b) 
holds. The conditions (a ) - (d ) are best viewed as generalizations ofthe functoriality 
in Plonka sums, where the envelopes coincide with their sinks. A coherent Lallement 
sum has a projection n: (A, Q) ^ (S, £2), an i2-homomorphism with restrictions 
(As, Q) ^> ({s}, 0) . The subalgebras (As, Q) of (A, Q) are also called thefibres ofthe 
Lallement sum. 
The significance of coherent Lallement sums resides in Theorem 624 of [RS2]. 
The special version of the theorem formulated here has a simpler proof. 
Theorem 3.6. Let (A, Q) be an Q-algebra having a homomorphism onto an 
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Q-semilattice (S, Q) with corresponding fibres (As, Q), s e S. Then (Л, Q) is a co­
herent Lallement sum of (As, 0) over (S, Q). 
Proof. The proofis based on the following observation (cf. Lemma 1.10 in [R1]). 
If (jT,0) is a sink in an i2-algebra (A, Í2), and 0 a congruence of (A, Q) preserving 
(T, ß), then (Аѳ, Q) is an envelope of (T, Q) iff 0 is a maximal congruence of (A, Q) 
preserving (T, Q). 
Now let Ps = У {Л, | ř ^ + s).Obviously, Ps is a subalgebra of(A, Q), and contains 
(Л5, Q) as a sink. Let 0 be the set of congruences on (Ps, £2) preserving (As, Q). The 
set 0 is nonempty, since it contains the equality relation. Each chain of congruences 
о,- (i el) in 0 is bounded above by the congruence U {0f | i el}. By Zorn's Lemma, 
0 has a maximal element ß = fi(s). By the observation at the beginning of the proof, 
(£s, Q) = (P^, 0) is an envelope of (AS9 Q). (Here and later, we identify the ^-class 
containing as in As with the element as.) For all s ^ + í in S, and tfs in As, define 
фау.Аа^Ег; asv^ďs{t). 
Obviously, each mapping 0S S is an injection. For each w-ary co in Q, with sl . . . snoj = 
= 5 and я,- in Л5. for i = l , . . . , n , one has a^Slt5...a^SntSœ = a\ ...a%co = 
= ал . . . ancoß = ал ... anœ є As. It follows that the conditions (a) and (b) of Defini­
tion 3.5 are satisfied. Now for each si ...sna> = s S+ t, one has a^SiS... 
•••<*пФзп,*а>Фв,г = flï(s)--.aï(sW?,r = ai ...a»û>M(s)0s,t = <*i ...««û)0s,r = 
= Я! ... апа>ції) = ďx{t)... a£(ř)co = а\Фві,ї ••• апФзп,гС0^ whence condition (c) of 
Definition 3.5 holds as well. The conditions (d) and (3.9) are obviously satisfied. 
In particular, (c) implies that the ф$^ are homomorphisms. • 
The next example of a coherent Lallement sum is in a sense opposite to the Ptonka 
sum of (As. Q) over (S, Í2), where the envelopes (£s, Q) of (As, Q) coincide with 
(A„ Q). 
Example 3.7. Let (A9 Q) be an i2-algebra with semilattice replica (S, Q) and cor-
responding fibres (AS9 Q). Additionally, for each s in S, suppose that the only con-
gruence on (P5, Q) preserving (As, Q) is the equality relation. Then for each s in <S, 
the envelope (Es, Q) of (AS9 Q) is isomorphic to (Ps, Q). Obviously, (A, Q) cannot 
be reconstructed as a Plonka sum of (As, Q) over (S, Q). Ш 
In the proof of Theorems 4.1 and 5.5 to be given in Section 4 and 5, a certain 
additional condition on coherent Lallement sums is considered. This condition is: 
(3.10) V r , r ' ^ + s ^ + i , VaeA,, VbeAr,, 
аФг,* = ьФґ,* => аФг,і = b#r',f • 
The significance ofcondition (3.10) resides in the following 
Proposition 3.8. If a coherent Lallement sum satisfies condition (3.10), then it is 
a subalgebra of a Plonka sum of its envelopes. 
Proof. A functor F: (S) ~> (O) will be defined. For s in S, the object sF is the 
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envelope (Es, Q). For 5 g + t, a morphism (s ~> t) F: Es ~> Et is needed. Now by (d) 
of Definition 3.5, each element x of Es is of the form афг,5 for a in Ar with r ^ + s. 
Define x(s ^ t) F to be афГгѴ This is certainly an element of Et. The definition is 
good, since if x = афГу8 = Ьфґ,8 for b in Аґ9 with r' й + s, then афг>{ = Ъфг.%г by 
condition (3.10). To see that (s-^i)F is an ß-homomorphism, consider xt = 
= a ^ , , , . . . , *„ = flirntS in £ „ where r l 5 . . . , rn й+s. Then for an n-ary co in Ö, 
Xi(s ^ 0 F . . . xn(s ^ i) Fœ = агфГ1 ,s... апфГп,ясо = 
= аіФгі,г1...гпсо • • • ^пФгп,г1...гп<оС^Фг1...гпсо,і = 
= «іФп.гі...гп«,--- апфГп^..тГпі0<офп„.гпт^ "* l)F = 
= яіФг1.. •• • *A„X s ^ 0 F = xi • • • x X s ^ 0 F > 
the second and fourth equalities holding by (c) of Definition 3.5, while the third 
holds by the definition of (5 -^ ř) F. Thus (s ^ t) F is indeed an i2-homomorphism. 
Also x(s ^ s) F = афГу3 = x, so (5 ^ s) F is the identity on sF. Now suppose 
s й + ř è +u in S. Then x(s ^ t) F (t ^ u) F = a^r,ř(í -+ u) F = афг>и = x(s ^ u)F, 
completing the verification that F: (S) ^ (Q) is a functor. It remains to check that 
the Lallement sum (A, Q) is a subalgebra of the Ptonka sum by the functor F. 
Consider elements ал = а1фГ1>Г1, ..., an = апфГп>Гп of A. Then for an n-ary a> in £2, 
ax ... anco in the Ptonka sum is calculated as 
fli(ri ^ rt ... rnco) F ... an(rn ^ rl . . . rnco) Fco = 
= u l 0 n , n . . . r n o , - - - апФгп,гі...гп0>0> , 
which by (3.9) is just at . . . anco in the Lallement sum. • 
4. EMBEDDING OF ALGEBRAS IN тГ o Sřt INTO PLONKA SUMS 
Let V be an irregular variety of i2-algebras of a fixed type. Let £f£ denote the 
variety of f2-semilattices. By the considerations at the end of Section 2, it follows 
that each i2-algebra (A, Q) in i^ o Sfč has a natural decomposition over its semilattice 
replica, in which the fibres are members of the variety У. By Theorem 3.6, (A, Q) 
may be reconstructed as a coherent Lallement sum of the fibres. This section charac­
terizes those ß-algebras in V 0 Sřč that are subalgebras ofPtonka sums off^-algebras. 
The class of subalgebras of Plonka sums of F-algebras is a subclass of the régularisa­
tion ^ ~ of У. If i^ is a strongly irregular variety, then the following three classes 
coincide: (a) the régularisation тГ~ of У\ (b) the class of Ptonka sums of F-algebras; 
and (c) the class of subalgebras of Plonka sums of ^-algebras. This is not true for 
an arbitrary variety of i2-algebras. As was proved by Salii (see [S1] and [S2]), 
if V is an irregular variety of semigroups, then V~ is the class (c) of subalgebras 
ofPtonka sums of f^-algebras, which does not necessarily coincide with the class (b) 
ofPtonka sums of^-algebras. In [GKW], it was shown that in general the régularisa-
tion У~ of an irregular variety V does not necessarily consist of subalgebras of 
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Plonka sums of ^-algebras. An example was given of an algebra with one binary 
and one unary operation in the régularisation ^ ~ of the variety тГ defined by the 
unique identity xy = x2, such that the algebra cannot be reconstructed as a sub-
algebra of a Plonka sum of ^-algebras. 
In what follows we assume that V is defined by a set of regular identities and the 
identity x o y = x o z. 
Theorem 4.1. Let (A, Q) be an Q-algebra in the class "T~. Let (S, Q) be its 
Q-semilattice replica, with corresponding fibres (As, ß) (s є S) in the variety "V*. 
Then (A, ß ) is a subalgebra of a Plonka sum of 'V-algebras if and only if (A, ß ) 
is a coherent Lallement sum of (As, ß ) over (S, ß) by mappings фРгГ that satisfy 
the additional conditions: 
(і) афГі3 = ЪфГ'9Я => афг>( = Ьфг,^ ; 
(ii) (a o b) фг+г>,8 = (fl.o а) фг>8 
for a in Ar, b in Аґ, r, r', s, t in S with r, r' ^ + s <; + t. 
Proof. (<=) Note that the condition (i) is just (3.10). By Proposition 3.8, (A,Q) 
is a subalgebra of the Plonka sum of the envelopes (Fs, Q) of (As, ß) over (S, ß) . 
Now for x = афГі8 and y = Ьфґ>8 in F s , by Lemma 4.2 of [R2] and the condition 
(ii), one has that x о y = афГ5 о ЬфҐ8 = (a 0 b) фг+Г',8 = (a о а) фг>$ = афгз о 
о афГіВ = x о x. It follows that all (Fs, Q) belong to the variety іґ. 
(=>) Let (A, Q) be a subalgebra of a Plonka sum (TF, Q) of algebras tF (for t in T) 
in *K by a functor F: (T) ^ (0). Obviously, (S, ß) is a subsemilattice of (T, ß) . 
For each s in S, define 
F s = {a(r ^> s) F | r, 5 є 5, r ^ + s, a є Ar) . 
Let p b ...5Jp„,p, s be in S with p = px + .. . + pn S+ s. For a f in APi, i = 1, ..., и, 
and n-ary œ in ß , a ^ ^ s) F . . . an(pn ^ s) Fo) = a1(p1 ^ p) F ... an(pn ^ p) F œ 
(p ^ s) F = ax ... an œ (p ^ s) F is in F s , whence Es is a subalgebra of (sF, Q). 
Obviously, As is a subalgebra of (Fs, ß) . Moreover As is a sink in (Fs, ß). Indeed, 
ioramAs,ai(pi ^ s)F...ai„1(pi„l ^ s)Faai+1(pi+1 ^ s)F... an(pn ^ s)Fœ = 
= ax . . . ai-xa ai+1 ... anco is in A, and hence in ^4S. 
Now let fi(s) be the relation on Ps = U {Ar \ r S + $} defined by 
a ju(s) b if a(p ^ s) F = b(q ^ s) F 
for p, q g + s, a in Лр, Ь in Л г It is easy to check that ^i(s) is a congruence on (Ps, ß ) 
preserving (As, Q). Suppose À ^ fi(s) is a congruence on (Ps, ß) preserving (AS9 Q), 
and a Я b for a in Лр, b in Лд and p, q S+ s- Then since a X a(p ^>s) F and 
b Я b(̂ f ^ s) F, it follows that a(p ^> s) F = b(q ^> s) F, implying that Я S Ks)-
Therefore Я = pi{s), and ^(5) is maximal preserving (As, Q). It follows that (Fs, ß) 
is an envelope of (As, ß). 
For r and s in S with r ^ + s, define фГ5: Л г-> F s by афг,5 = ö(r ^ s) F. It is 
easy to see that the mappings фг^ satisfy all the conditions (a ) - (d) of Definition 3.5. 
Now for a in A„ b in Аґ, r, r', 5, t in S with r, r' g + s ^ + ř, one has that a фГіЯ = 
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= b фґг!5 implies that 
a фг{ = a(r ^ t) F = a(r ^ s) F(s ^ t) F = b(r' ^ s) F(s ^ t) F = 
= b'(r' ^ t) F = b фґ}і and (a о b) фг+ґ}3 = 
= (a o b) (r ^ s) F = a(r ^ s) F 0 b(r ^ s) F = 
= a(r ^ s) F o a{r ~> s) F = (a 0 a) (r ^ s) F = 
= (a o a) фг>8. 
The second equality follows by Lemma 4.2 in [R2]. Consequently, (A, Q) is a coherent 
Lallement sum of (As, Q) over (5, Í2) by mappings фГ5 satisfying (i) and (ii). • 
Remark 4.2. In general, an i2-algebra (A, Q) in the variety V may be recon­
structed as a coherent Lallement sum of ^"-algebras (As, Q) over its i2-semilattice 
replica (S, Q) by means ofmany systems ofhomomorphisms ф8і. If, for each system, 
any of the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.1 is not satisfied, then (A, Q) cannot 
be embedded into a Pionka sum of f-algebras. Note that the condition (ii) is not 
satisfied in the example given in [GKW]. 
Remark 4.3. Consider once more the variety ^ 2 of groupoids defined in Example 
3.2. The structure ofgroupoids in ^ 2 , and more generally, in the variety ^ ~ defined 
by the identities (3.2)-(3.5), i.e. the régularisation of the variety ^ of groupoids 
defined by the unique identity xy = xz, was described in [R2] by means of certain 
special coherent Lallement sums. We give here an example of a groupoid in ^ 2 
that is not a subalgebra of a Plonka sum of ^3>2-groupoids. The free ^ 2 -g roupo id 
(F(2), •) on two generators x and y consists of elements x, x2, x4, y, y2, yA, xy, 
(xy)2, yx, (yx)2, where x2 = x . x and x4 = x2 . x2. (F(2), *) decomposes over its 
semilattice replica into the classes {x, x2, x4}, {y, y2, y*}, and {xy, yx, (xy)2, (yx)2}. 
It is easy to see that the set A = {x, x2, x4, xy, (xy)2} is a subalgebra of (F(2), •). 

























It is easy to check that the mapping h: A ^> B defined by xh = a, x2h = xAh = a2, 
(xy) h = b, (xy)2 h = b2 is а homomorphism. Hence the groupoid (B, •) is in the 
variety ^ 2 . The semilattice replica of (B, •) consists of two elements 0 and 1 with 
0 < + 1, the.corresponding fibres being B0 = {a,a2} and Bt = {b, b2}. Let ф0>1: 
B0 ^> E1 be any Lallement homomorphism. The elements a фол and a2 ф0,і are 
not in Bt. Indeed, if a2 ф0,\ were in Bu then 
b = a b = a Фо,і b = a фол а фол = a2 фол = (a2a2) фох = 
= a1 Фол а1 Фол = b2 > 
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a contradiction, lfa фо,і were in Bu then a2 фол would also be in Bv Consequently, 
neither a ф0)1 nor a2 ф0,г is in Bt. Now a2 фол фВ1 and (ab) ф1Л = ab = beBv 
It follows that the condition (ii) of Theorem 4.1 is not satisfied, and (B, •) cannot 
be embedded into a Plonka sum of ^32-groupoids. • 
Remark 4.4. More generally, if for each decomposition of an ß-algebra (Л, Q) 
into a coherent Lallement sum of f^-algebras (As, Q) over the semilattice replica 
(S, Í2), one has (a о а) фг>8 ф As for some r, s in 5 with r < + s and a in An then 
(a о а) фпз ф я o b = (a o b) ф5і3 for any b in As. It follows that (Л, Q) cannot be 
a subalgebra of Plonka sum of ^-algebras. In particular, the i2-algebras considered 
in Example 3.7, as well as those of Examples 3.3 and 3.4, are not subalgebras of 
Plonka sums of ^-algebras. • 
Remark 4.5. A Lallement sum is said to be strict if Es = As for each s in S. (See 
[RS2]. p . 136.) If (A, Q) is a coherent strict Lallement sum of (As, Q) over (S, Q) 
by фГ8, then the condition (ii) of Theorem 4.1 is always satisfied, since in this case 
(a 0 b) фг + Ґ!$ = афГг5 o b фґу8 = a фГі5 о а фг>8 = (а о а) фГ}!і. 
The condition (i) guarantees that (Л, Q) is a Plonka sum of (As, Q). Ш 
Remark 4.6. Let (A, Q) satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, and let (A, Q) 
be idempotent. Then the condition (ii) means that for r' = s, a о b = (a 0 b) ф^8 = 
= (a о а) фГ8 = a фг^. If this holds, the envelope Es coincides with the algebra As. 
It follows that if (A, Q) is a subalgebra of a Plonka sum of f^-algebras (As, Í2), then 
(Л, Q) is itself a Plonka sum of the (As, Q). Ш 
5. EMBEDDING COHERENT LALLEMENT SUMS OF CANCELLATIVE 
MODES INTO PLONKA SUMS 
In this section we consider i2-modes (A, Q) ofa fixed type belonging to the МаГсеѵ 
product # 0 Sfč where <£ is the class of all cancellative iQ-modes. Recall that an 
f2-algebra(^, Q) is said to be cancellative [RS, p. 149] ifforeach n-arycoin Q,al,.. .,an, 
fr, c in A and each / = 1, ..., /?, 
(5.1) at ... ai_1 bai+i ... a„co = a1 . . . a^x cai + i . . . anœ 
implies that b = c . 
Note that if Ý" is a variety contained in c€ 0 Sfi and <6' = # n f̂ , then (€' is a quasi-
variety, but in general not necessarily a variety. 
In this section, it will be shown that each f2-mode in the class 4> o Sři is a subalgebra 
of a Plonka sum of #-modes. In particular, if V is a variety contained in cê 0 Sfi, 
and the class ir' of ^-algebras having no nontrivial semilattice homomorphic 
image is contained in ^ ' , then each ^-algebra is a subalgebra of a Plonka sum of 
#'-algebras. In [RS3] we have proved that each barycentric algebra is a subalgebra 
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ofa Plonka sum ofconvex sets. Convex sets are precisely the cancellative barycentric 
algebras. In Section 6, we use results ofthis section to prove some structure theorems 
of similar type for commutative binary modes. 
Let (A, ß) be a mode in the class ^ o <9Y. Suppose given a homomorphism of(^4, ß) 
onto an ß-semilattice (<S, ß ) with corresponding fibres (AS9 Q) in # for 5 in S. Set 
Ps = У {At | t ^ + s}. Suppose given a subtype a, a mapping cr: ß ~» iV with 
cocr ^ сот for each co in ß . Define a relation ^ = fi(s, a) on P s by: 
(5.2) b^ico4a>eQ, Ma^...,a^-^ a^+^...,a^eA,, 
«і ••• ^a>a-i ЬаШ(Т+1 . . . атхсо = öi ... a ^ _ i саЮ(Т+1 . . . я^со. 
Lemma 5.1. For each subtype cx, ífte relation fi(s, a) is the largest congruence 
on (Ps, ß ) preserving (As, ß) . 
Proof. It is obvious that ju(s, a) is an equivalence relation. 
Now for j — 1 , . . . , m, let tj S + s and Uj ^ + s. Let b^ є At. and ĉ  є Лмг Suppose 
bjfiCj, i.e. for each n-ary co in ß , a l5 ...,an in ^ s , ^ . . . a(0a^1 bja(0(T+i . . . anco = 
= ax . . . a ^ _ i Cy am(T+i . . . anco. Then by the idempotent and entropic laws, 
<*i -..fl<D,-i(bi ••• ba>'tu>O^tf+i - - -^û) = (<4 . . . a 1 co
/ ) . . . 
•••(^coa-i . . . o ^ - i u ) ' ) ( ^ i ••• bco'xOo'){a(oa+l . . . a^+!Co ' ) . . . 
. . . (ап . . .длсо')со = (a± ...a<ao.1 bla(0(T+1 ...anco)... 
•••(«і "^<o<r-ibco'^coa+i ...anœ)œ' = 
= (fli . . . a ^ _ ! Ci a ^ + ! ... anco).,. 
...(a1 . . . aœ<r-i<vtfl©*+i ...anco)co' = 
= a\ ••• <Ur-i(<4 ••• <Vt^')tfco<r+i ...anœ. 
It follows that ju is a congruence on (Ps, ß) . By the cancellativity of (Л5, ß) , it is 
immediate that ß preserves (As, ß) . 
Let X be another congruence on (Ps, ß) preserving (As, ß) . Let Ь Я c for Ь in Л„ 
с in Лм, where i, u g + 5 . Then for а ь . . . , а п in As and rc-ary со in ß , 
cit ... a ^ _ i ò a0)a+i . . . алсоА a t . . . a0)a-1 с a(0(T+1 ... амсо. But since both these ele­
ments are in As, and X preserves (AS,Q), it follows that aí . . . a(oa„i ba(0(T+1 . . . 
...anoo = aí...a(0(T-íca(0(T+í...anú). Consequently bfic, and ß is the largest 
congruence on (Ps, ß ) preserving (̂ 4S, ß) . • 
By Lemma 5.1, it follows that fx = /x(s) does not depend on the choice ofthe sub-
type o in Definition (5.2). 
Proposition 5.2. The mode (A, ß) is a coherent Lallement sum of (As, ß ) over 
(S, ß) . For each s in <S, (£5, ß ) = (Ps, ß)
M(s) is an envelope of (As, ß) . The homo-
morphisms фГг3 are given by 
<fr,y.A,^>E,, a^a^K 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.6. The only difference 
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is that for each s in S, one takes as a maximal congruence on (Ps, Q) the congruence 
definedby(5.2). • 
Lemma 5.3. For each s in S, the envelope (Es, Ú) of(As, Q) is cancellative. 
Proof. Let al9..., an be in AS9 j = 1 , . . . , n, and let Sj, t, u ^ + s, b є At and 
c eAu. For n-ary coin Q, let (at . . . aj^lbaj+l . . . anœY = (at . . . aj^ícaj+í . . . anco)ß, 
i.e. for each m-ary co' in £2, d1? ..., dm in Л5, and 1 ^ / ^ ra, 
ài ... d,--i(ui ... aj_1baj+1 ...anco)di+í . . . dwco' = 
= d1 ...di„í(aí ...aj-i caj+í ...anco)di+í ...dmœ'. 
By the idempotent and entropie laws, 
d1 ...di_1{a1 ... o,_! xaJ+í ...anco)di+1 ...dmœ' = 
= (di ... di-iuidi+i . . . dmœ') . . . (d i ... di_íaj_ídi+í . . . dmco') 
(di . . .di_iXd,.+ ! . . .dmco')(
d i --di-iaj+idi+í -..dmco')... 
. . . (di ... di^íandi+í . . . dmco')co , 
where x = ò or x = c. Moreover for fc = 1, ..., и and a,- = x, each element 
di ...di_íakdi+í ...dmcú' belongs to As. Since (AS,Q) is cancellative, it follows 
that dt ... di-x b di + í ... dmco' = dx ... d^x c di + í ... dmco, whence bß = ď. Con­
sequently, (£s, í2) is cancellative. • 
Lemma 5.4. Let s, t, u, v be in S and u, v ^ + t ^ + s. Let e be in Au andf in Av. 
If ^<'> = r(t\ then eKs) = ^ ( s ) . 
Proof. Let al9 ..., an be in At9 bí9..., bm in As. Let í2 be n-ary and co' m-ary in í2. 
Let 
at ... a^_! e ai + i . . . a„co = ax . . . ai^1fai + i . . . a,,co . 
Then by the idempotent and entropie laws, 
bi . . . bj_1{a1 . . . a,-_! x f l i + 1 . . . a ; i co)b i + 1 . . . bmœ' = 
= (&! ... b,-_! Ai &y+1 . . . ^ u ) ' ) . . . ( b i ... bj_1ai.íbj + i . . . òmco') 
(Ьі . . . bj_íxbJ+l . . . b m ©' ) ( & i ••• bj-iai+ibj+í ••• Ь т со ' ) . . . 
...(i>! ... b,._! а„Ь,.+1 . . . Ьтсо')о>, 
where x = e or x = / . Moreover for к = 1, ..., n and ař- = x, each element bt . . . 
. . . by_! afe by+1 ... bma)' belongs to As. Since (AS9 Q) is cancellative, it follows that 
Ьі ... V i e b , + i . . . bwcor = bt ... bj_ifbj+í . . . bmco', 
whence e"(s) = /д ( 5 ) . • 
Now the main theorem of this section can be proved easily. 
Theorem 5.5. Let (Л, Q) be an Q-mode in the class %>o Sf£9 with a homomorphism 
onto an Q-semilattice (S, £2) with correspondingfibres (Л5, Q) in the class Я>. Then 
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(Л, О) is a subalgebra of a Plonka sum of 4>-modes over the same Q-semilattice 
(S,Q). 
Proof. By Proposition 5.2, (Л, Q) is a coherent Lallement sum of (As, Q) with 
envelopes (Es, Q) = (Ps, Oy over (S, •) by mappings фгз: Ar ^ £ s , а ь^ а^. By 
Lemma 5.3, these envelopes are cancellative. By Lemma 5.4, the condition (3.10) 
is satisfied. Now Theorem 5.5 follows by Proposition 3.8. • 
6. STRUCTURE THEOREMS FOR COMMUTATIVE BINARY MODES 
In this section we use the previous results to describe the structure of commutative 
binary modes (called commutative idempotent medial groupoids in [JK1], [JK2]), 
algebras(^, *)withacommutative,idempotentandentropic multiplication. Let <6S-m 
be the variety ofall such modes. Each mode (A, •) in the variety 4>um has a decompo­
sition into algebraically open submodes (Л5, •) over the semilattice (S, •) of principal 
walls^ its semilattice replica. By Theorem 3.6, (A, Q) is a coherent Lallement sum 
of(^ s , Q) over (S, •). However, the full classification ofalgebraically open commuta­
tive binary modes is not known. (For some partial results, see [JK2].) By Proposition 
2.5, the semilattice of principal walls of (A, •) is isomorphic to the semilattice of 
principal sinks, and the algebraically open fibres-do not contain proper non-empty 
sinks. By Proposition 1.4 in [JK2], each commutative binary mode not containing 
a proper non-empty sink is cancellative. This leads to the following structure theorem 
for commutative binary modes, an easy consequence of Theorem 5.5. 
Theorem 6.1. Each commutative binary mode is a subalgebra ofa Plonkasum 
of cancellative commutative binary modes. Ш 
Note that the class ofcancellative binary modes is a quasivariety, but not a variety. 
For modes in non-trivial subvarieiics of the variety 4>6<m^ one can give a more 
precise structure thecrem. Before formulating it, we recall some facts about the 
lattice of subvarieties of 4>6m. The lattice ofvarieties ofcommutative binary modes 
was described in [JK3], and it was shown there that it decomposes into two disjoint 
parts: an "irregular" one consisting of all irregular varieties, and a "regular" one 
consisting ofthe variety <e6m ofall commutative binary modes and the régularisations 
of all the irregular varieties. The regular part is a principal filter in the lattice of sub-
varieties of 4>6m generated by the variety of semilattices. If (A, •) is in an irregular 
variety, then (A, •) has no epimorphism onto the two-element semilattice. By Propo-
sition 2.5 it foUowsthat (A, •) is algebraically open. Moreover, (Л, •) has the structure 
of a commutative quasigroup mode (as defined in [RS2, p. 93]). (Cf. [D], [R1], 
[RSl].) The structure of commutative quasigroup modes is well known (see for 
instance [JK1], [JK2], [RS2, 4.3]). They are equivalent to unital Z[^]-mcdules. 
By resuhsofJezek,Kepka [JK3], it is known thateach irregular variety У ofcom­
mutative binary modes is strongly irregular. This, together with Theorem 3.1, gives 
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the following structure theorem for commutative binary modes in non-trivial sub-
varieties of *eum. 
Theorem 6.2. Each commutative binary mode in a non-trivial subvariety У 
of4>Sm is a Plonka sum ofcommutative quasigroup modes in the largest irregular 
variety contained in V. B 
Note that if (A, •) is in the variety <$um, but not in any non-trivial subvariety 
of <euin^ then the fibres of the decomposition over the semilattice replica of (Л, •) 
are not necessarily quasigroups. (Cf. [JKl].) However, as we will show in the final 
structure theorem, such groupoids may be embedded into a Ptonka sum of com­
mutative qusigroup modes. The proof is based on the following Theorem 6.3 due 
to Ježek and Kepka [JK2, Thm 5.3.1, p. 54]. At first recall that a non-empty subset A 
of a groupoid (Б, •) is closed if a є A, b є B and ab є A or ba є A imply that b є A. 
Also A is dense in (B, •) if(B, •) is the only closed subgroupoid of(B, •) containing A. 
Theorem 6.3. Let (Л, •) be entropic and cancellative. Then there is a homo-
morphismf: (A, •) -^ (Q, •) embedding A into an entropic quasigroup (Q, •, / , \ ). 
The quasigroup Q has thefollowing properties: 
(i) A is dense in (g , •); 
(ii) if g: (y4, •) ~> (£, •) /5 a homomorphism into an entropic quasigroup 
(Б, *, / , \ ) , then there is a unique homomorphism ft:(Q, * ) ^ ( J 5 , •) 
such thatfh = g. 
(iii) (A, •) and (Q, •) satisfy the same identities. Ш 
Theorem 6.4. Each commutative binary mode is a subalgebra of a Plonka sum 
of commutative quasigroup modes. 
Proof. Let (A, •) be a commutative binary mode, with fibres (As, •) over its 
semilattice replica (5, •). By Theorems 5.5 and 6.1, (A, •) is a subalgebra ofa Plonka 
sum of cancellative commutative binary mcdes (£s, •) over (S, •) by the functor 
F:(S) ^ ( { ' ] ) defined in Proposition 3.8. Each (£s, •) is an envelope of (As, •). 
Now a new functor G: (S) ~> ({'}) will be defined. By Theorem 6.3, for each s in S 
there is an embedding/s: (£s, •) ^ (Qs, •) into a uniquely determined commutative 
quasigrcup mode (<2S, \ / , \ ) satisfying the conditions (i)-(iii). For each s in 5, 
the object sG is the quasigroup (Qs, •). Now if, for s S+ t, (s -^ t)F: (£s, •) ^ 
^ (£ ř, •) ^ (Q,, •), then by the condition (i.i), there is a unique homomorpism 
К/. (Qs, •) ~> (Qt, О such t h a t / A , , = (s - t) F. Define (5 - i) G: (Q„ •) ^ ( ß „ •) 
to be /?s,ř. ft is clear that (s ^> s) G is the identity on (Qs, •). Now let s S + ? ^ + 1/. 
Then by Theorem 6.3, smcefshsthtu = (5 ^ м) F = /A,M> i1; follows that fts>A>M = 
= hsin completing the verification that G: (S) ^ ({•}) is a functor. It remains to 
check that the Lallement sum (Л, *) is a subalgebra of the Plonka sum by the 
functor G. Considerelements ai = fli&,,s,> ••-, an = a„^ s ,nV) iofAThenforan/î-aryœ 
4І 
in Q, aí ... ana> in the Ptonka sum is calculated as 
öi( si ~* si • • • snœ) G • • • an(sn ~» sí • • • snco) Ga> = 
= tfi05l,5l...Sn<D"- an<ßSn,Si...SnCoM 
which by (3.9) is just a t ... anco in the Lallement sum. 
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